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SYSTEMIS AND METHODS FORMANAGING 
MEDICAL INFORMATION 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Application No. 60/948,383 entitled “Systems and 
Methods for Managing Medical Information filed Jul. 6, 
2007, the contents of which are incorporated herein. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Service providers are always striving to maximize 
the efficiency of their day-to-day operations in order to pro 
vide accurate, reliable service to their customers, increase 
profitability, and ensure that all applicable laws and regula 
tions are followed. This is especially true in the medical 
services industry, where mistakes can sometimes have inju 
rious effects. 
0003 Pharmacies, for example, face several challenges 
when trying to streamline operations and provide quality 
service to their patients. Among other tasks, prescriptions 
must be filled and checked accurately to avoid dispensing the 
wrong medication; drug interactions and patient medical his 
tories must be considered; prescriptions must be dispensed to 
the right patients as quickly as possible; and records must be 
kept (out of the way and, at the same time, easily accessible) 
for a period of time. 
0004 Coupled with the desire to provide quality service, 
medical service providers such as pharmacies must be prof 
itable to maintain their daily operations. Several factors must 
be considered by managers and directors when evaluating 
profitability, Such as employee efficiency, the cost of medica 
tions, and payments by insurance companies. 
0005 Thus, there exists a need for systems and methods of 
managing medical information for medical service providers 
to allow personnel to manage and track workflow operations, 
evaluate profitability, and maintain records in an integrated 
and streamlined manner. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006 Systems and methods are therefore provided for 
managing medical information. Various modules are pro 
vided that, upon execution, allow users to more efficiently 
manage and track workflow operations, evaluate profitability, 
and maintain records. 
0007. In one exemplary embodiment, a method of manag 
ing activities for a medical service provider is provided. The 
method includes displaying a number of queues and a count 
of prescriptions in each queue and displaying productivity 
data including at least one user name and the prescriptions 
handled over a predetermined period of time by each user. 
The method further includes interfacing with at least one 
automated System and displaying a list of each interfacing 
automated system, as well as displaying profitability infor 
mation including amounts paid for prescriptions and amounts 
approved for payment. 
0008. In some cases, a histogram is provided that includes 
a representation of at least one queue, such as a Pharmacy 
Management queue, an Imaging queue, a Filling queue, a 
Checking queue, and/or a Will Call queue. Different subsec 
tions of each queue within each representation may be 
depicted differently. Also, an indication of at least one event 
associated with at least one of the queues may be provided, 
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and a selection of the indication may be permitted Such that 
the selection provides for a display of additional information 
regarding the respective indication. 
0009. In some embodiments, a log in status of each user 
and a list of log in and log out times may be provided upon 
selection of a respective user. Furthermore, the productivity 
data may be provided in a graphical representation and/or in 
a tabular representation. Interfacing with the automated sys 
tem(s) may include providing at least one characteristic of 
each interfaced automated system, Such as a number of cells 
that need replenishment and/or a number of cells that need 
cleaning. Also, the designation of a time period over which 
the profitability information is calculated and displayed may 
be received. A graphical representation of at least one work 
flow characteristic, such as a prescription Volume and/or an 
average cycle time for processing prescriptions, may be dis 
played. 
0010. In another exemplary embodiment, a method of 
tracking the inventory of medical Supplies for a medical Ser 
vice provider is provided. The method includes receiving a 
prescription identifier for a prescription to be stored or 
removed from will call, receiving a designation of a location 
in which the prescription will be stored, and displaying a 
visual representation of the location amongst a number of 
locations in a respective storage area. The prescription iden 
tifier may be, for example, a scanned barcode or a keyed user 
input. 
0011. In some cases, input may be received, and at least 
one aspect of the visual representation, such as the configu 
ration of the storage area and/or the designation of the loca 
tion, may be changed based on the input. Input may also be 
received regarding the transfer of the prescription from the 
location to a different location, and the visual representation 
may be modified accordingly. Receiving the prescription 
identifier may include validating a prescription number asso 
ciated with the prescription. The number of prescriptions 
stored in the location may also be displayed in some embodi 
ments. Furthermore, a location for storage of the prescription 
may be suggested based on information associated with the 
prescription identifier. 
0012. In another exemplary embodiment, a method of 
maintaining and updating records for a medical services pro 
vider is provided. The method includes receiving at least one 
search criterion regarding a prescription, displaying informa 
tion associated with the search criterion received, and pre 
senting an indication of whether proactive counseling of a 
patient associated with the prescription is required upon the 
patient's Subsequent visit. Presenting the indication may 
include displaying a flag, notes, or other indicator regarding 
the proactive counseling required. Furthermore, input may be 
received indicating that the proactive counseling has been 
accomplished, and the indication may be modified based on 
the input. 
0013 At least one item of information, such as prescrip 
tion details, process history of the prescription, patient 
details, profitability information, or images associated with 
the prescription may be presented. Also, input regarding the 
prescription may be received, and the information associated 
with the prescription may be modified based on the input. 
0014. In another exemplary embodiment, a method of cus 
tomizing the delivery of medical Supplies for a medical Ser 
vices provider is provided. The method includes receiving a 
designation of a delivery method for a prescription, associat 
ing the delivery method to a delivery time of the prescription, 
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and prioritizing a list of prescriptions according to the deliv 
ery method and associated delivery time. 
0015. In some cases, the prioritized list of prescriptions 
may be displayed. Furthermore, input regarding the delivery 
method may be received, and the delivery method may be 
modified according to the input received. The uniqueness of 
the modified delivery method as compared to existing deliv 
ery methods may also be verified. 
0016. In another exemplary embodiment, a method of 
archiving images for a medical services provider is provided. 
The method includes receiving a selection of at least one 
image to be archived via anarchiving application, receiving a 
designation of a source of the at least one image, and receiv 
ing a designation of a location in which the at least one image 
is to be archived. The method further includes storing the 
image(s) in the location and creating an archive viewer 
executable at the location Such that the image(s) may be 
viewed from the location independently of the archiving 
application. 
0017. In some embodiments, the image(s) may be deleted 
from the source. Also, information may be displayed regard 
ing past archiving activities. Such information may include at 
least one item such as a start date and an end date of archived 
data, the respective source, the respective location, a date of 
an archive activity, a designation of a user who performed the 
archive activity, and/or a password associated with the 
archived data, among others. In some cases, the designation 
of the Source may be a designation of a prescription database 
or a patient database. 
0018 Anarchive log may also be created at the designated 
Source to record an archive activity. In addition, a start date for 
data to be archived may be pre-selected based on an end date 
of the last archive activity performed. Furthermore, the 
method may include determining whether the space at the 
location is adequate for storing the image(s) and prompting a 
designation of an alternate location if the space is inadequate. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWING(S) 

0019 Having thus described the invention in general 
terms, reference will now be made to the accompanying 
drawings, which are not necessarily drawn to scale, and 
wherein: 

0020 FIG. 1A illustrates a typical environment in accor 
dance with one exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
0021 FIG. 1B is a schematic representation of a comput 
ing device in accordance with one exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention; 
0022 FIG. 2 shows an example of a user interface with a 
toolbar containing icons for modules according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention; 
0023 FIG. 3 shows an example of a Dashboard module 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
0024 FIG. 4 shows an example of a Pharmacy Manage 
ment queue of a Dashboard module according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention; 
0025 FIG. 5 shows an example of a screen containing 
User Productivity information of a Dashboard module 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
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0026 FIG. 6 shows an example of Prescription Volume 
information of a Dashboard module according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention; 
(0027 FIG. 7 shows an example of a Set Up screen of a 
Virtual Will Call module according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0028 FIG. 8 shows an example of a Create screen accord 
ing to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 
(0029 FIG. 9 shows an example of another Set Up screen 
of a Virtual Will Call module according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0030 FIG. 10 shows an example of a Modify screen of a 
Virtual Will Call module according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0031 FIG. 11 shows an example of another Modify screen 
of a Virtual Will Call module according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0032 FIG. 12 shows an example of a Delete screen of a 
Virtual Will Call module according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0033 FIG. 13 shows an example of a Transfer screen of a 
Virtual Will Call module according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0034 FIG. 14 shows an example of a Store screen of a 
Virtual Will Call module according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0035 FIG. 15 shows an example of another Storescreen of 
a Virtual Will Call module according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0036 FIG.16 shows an example of another Store screen of 
a Virtual Will Call module according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0037 FIG. 17 shows an example of a Maintain tab of a 
Virtual Will Call module according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0038 FIG. 18 shows an example of an RX Tracker screen 
of an RX Tracker module according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0039 FIG. 19 shows an example of an Advanced Search 
screen of an RX Tracker module according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0040 FIG. 20 shows an example of a Modify screen of an 
RX Tracker module according to an exemplary embodiment 
of the present invention; 
0041 FIG.21 shows an example of a View RX screenofan 
RX Tracker module according to an exemplary embodiment 
of the present invention; 
0042 FIG.22 shows an example of a Signature window of 
an RX Tracker module according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0043 FIG. 23 shows an example of a Process History 
screen of an RX Tracker module according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0044 FIG. 24 shows an example of a Delivery Method tab 
of a Maintenance module according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0045 FIG. 25 shows an example of an Archive Images 
screen of an Archive Viewer module according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention; 
0046 FIG. 26 shows an example of a Password screen of 
an Archive Viewer module according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
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0047 FIG. 27 is a flow chart illustrating the archive pro 
cess of an Archive Viewer module according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0048 FIG. 28 shows an example of a Search screen of an 
Archive Viewer module according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0049 FIG. 29 shows an example of a Selected Record 
screen of an Archive Viewer module according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention; and 
0050 FIG. 30 shows an example of a Packing Box con 
figuration screen according to an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0051 Embodiments of the present inventions now will be 
described more fully hereinafter with reference to the accom 
panying drawings, in which some, but not all embodiments of 
the inventions are shown. Indeed, embodiments of these 
inventions may be embodied in many different forms and 
should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set 
forth herein; rather, these embodiments are provided so that 
this disclosure will satisfy applicable legal requirements. 
Like reference numerals refer to like elements throughout. 
0052. The systems and methods of the present invention 
may be used by medical service providers, such as hospitals, 
physicians offices, pharmacies, and any other distributor of 
medical Supplies, to facilitate day-to-day operations and 
workflow management. The systems and methods described 
provide an integrated platform for monitoring and managing 
inventory, tracking staff activities, storing records and 
images, and aiding communication between medical profes 
sionals and their patients. The systems and methods may be 
stand-alone applications, or they may communicate with 
other automated Systems being implemented by the medical 
service provider to provide a user with an integrated Solution 
for managing the distribution of medical Supplies and caring 
for patients, as will be described below. 
0053 FIG. 1A illustrates an example of a typical environ 
ment 10 in which the systems and methods of embodiments of 
the present invention may operate. For the purposes of expla 
nation, the environment 10 will be described in terms of a 
pharmacy setting, although it is understood that the systems 
and methods of embodiments of the present invention may be 
used in any setting where medical Supplies are handled, Sup 
plied, and/or distributed. A system 11 typically includes one 
or more workStations 12, where pharmacists, technicians, and 
other personnel can access information regarding patients, 
prescriptions, and pharmacy operations according to embodi 
ments of the present invention. In this regard, each worksta 
tion 12 may include one or more user input devices, such as a 
keyboard 14, a mouse 16, or other input device for entering 
data. Each workstation 12 may also include a display 18 for 
displaying information to a user, as well as one or more input 
data ports 20 for importing data from or exporting data to an 
external data storage medium, Such as a Compact Disc (CD), 
floppy disk, Universal Serial Bus (USB) device, or the like. 
0054 The system 11 may also include a server 22 or other 
computing device in communication with each workstation 
12. The server 22 may be used to store data that may be 
accessed by each workstation 12 as necessary. The server 22 
may be co-located with the workstations 12, for example in 
the same pharmacy, or the server 22 may be located else 
where. Such as outside the pharmacy in the same building or 
in another building. For example, in some cases the server 22 
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may include a database storing patient records for a hospital 
and may be located in the basement of the hospital in which 
the pharmacy is located. As another example, the server 22 
may hold data regarding the medical Supply inventory for 
several pharmacies distributed throughout a certain geo 
graphic region. The server 22 and workstations 12 may com 
municate and exchange data via a wired or wireless connec 
tion. For example, the server 22 and workstations 12 may be 
connected via a Wide Area Network (WAN) and exchange 
data via the Internet. For instance, the server 22 and the 
workstations 12 may be connected to a common pharmacy 
network. 

0055 While embodiments of the present invention may be 
deployed in a client-server architecture, it may be deployed in 
other architectures as well. FIG. 1B depicts a hardware block 
diagram of the server 22 or other computing device having a 
processor 23, a user input device 24 (keypad, touchscreen, bar 
code scanner, etc.), a display 18 and memory 25. Memory 25 
may be used to store computer program instructions, such as 
software, that are accessible and executable by the processor 
23 to perform the various functions described herein. For 
example, the Software may include each of the modules 
described below. It should be noted, however, that while the 
various aspects of the invention are described as modules, one 
or more of the functions may be integrated and need not be 
modularized. Memory 25 may also be used to store informa 
tion input via the various modules, such as archived data, will 
call location information, information to allow the tracking of 
a prescription, etc. While a single block representing memory 
is shown, the memory 25 can be distributed and may include 
many different types of memory. 
0056 Referring again to FIG. 1A and considering the 
example of the pharmacy setting, pharmacists, technicians, 
and other authorized personnel may use one of the worksta 
tions 12 to access a software application according to the 
systems and methods of the present invention in order to 
perform various functions related to inputting, filling, track 
ing, checking and imaging prescriptions. A user. Such as a 
pharmacist, may log on to one of the workstations 12 and 
access the Software application by inputting a user name and 
providing an authorization identifier, such as a password, 
fingerprint, or other biometric identifier, to establish that the 
user is authorized to access the application. Once the user has 
Successfully accessed the application, the user will have the 
option of choosing a module of the application to perform a 
certain function, as described below. 
0057 FIG. 2 illustrates a user interface 30 provided by one 
embodiment of the systems and methods of the present inven 
tion. The user interface 30 may be provided once a user has 
gained access to the software application and may present the 
user with the option of accessing one of several modules 32. 
which may be presented in the form of tabs or a toolbar 34, as 
shown. Each module 32 may provide the user with the ability 
to perform certain functions, such as viewing patient infor 
mation, tracking a prescription, and archiving images, to 
name a few. Each module 32 may be accessible only to users 
with certain permissions. For example, although any member 
of the pharmacy staff may be authorized to track a prescrip 
tion using one module, only licensed pharmacists may be 
authorized to view patient details using another module, and 
only the director of the pharmacy may be authorized to view 
profitability information usingyetanother module. Several of 
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the modules that may be included in the application are 
described below with reference to the figures. 

Dashboard Module 

0058. One of the modules that may be selected by a user 
with appropriate permissions is the Dashboard module. A 
user interface 30 that may be displayed upon execution of the 
Dashboard module is illustrated in FIG. 3. The Dashboard 
module may be used by individuals including pharmacists, 
clerks, dispensing technicians, and managers, to view key 
metrics relating to the operations of the pharmacy in graphical 
and textual form. Information provided in any portion of the 
Dashboard module may be refreshed or printed by the user, 
for example by clicking on a respective icon or button 33 
using the user input device. It should be noted that reference 
to "clicking on an item/function/icon/etc. includes selecting 
the item/function/icon/etc. and is not limited to the act of 
clicking. Rather, "clicking includes selection done by text 
entry, selection from a drop down or other menu or the like. 
0059. The interface 30 may include various windows dis 
playing different information. For example, the interface 30 
of FIG. 3 includes a Queues window 36 showing a histogram 
that describes the number of prescriptions in each queue. Such 
as a Pharmacy Management queue, Imaging queue, Filling 
queue, Checking queue, and Will Call queue. Thus a user may 
see how many prescriptions are waiting in a particular step of 
the process of dispensing the medication to a patient. 
0060 Each bar 38 of the histogram, representing a queue, 
may be further divided into subsections 40 for displaying 
different values within each queue. For example, under the 
Pharmacy Management queue, the number of prescriptions in 
E-prescribing, Batch queue (prescriptions in the re-fill batch 
queue), and Workflow Exceptions (e.g., prescriptions that 
have been rejected at filling, rejected at checking, or returned 
or removed from Will Call) may be displayed using different 
colors as indicated by a legend 42 on the histogram. The 
Imaging queue may display the number of prescriptions that 
completed imaging during that day and the number of pre 
Scriptions pending to be imaged, as will be described below. 
The Filling queue may display the number of prescriptions 
that completed filling during that day and the number of 
prescriptions pending to be filled, as well as the number of 
prescriptions in the filling deferred and partial queues and 
those rejected in filling. The Checking queue may include the 
number of prescriptions that completed checking during that 
day and the number of prescriptions pending to be checked or 
rejected in checking. Similarly, the Will Call queue may 
display the number of prescriptions that are currently placed 
in Will Call and those that meet the requirements for maxi 
mum retention days or warning days. 
0061 Further indications may be included for at least 
Some of the queues to make the user aware of certain events. 
For example, for the Filling and Checking queues in FIG. 3, 
an overdue flag 44 (shown as an exclamation point in FIG. 3) 
may be included to denote the number of prescriptions that 
are currently overdue in the respective queue. A user's selec 
tion of the overdue flag may serve to launch another module, 
such as the RX Tracker (described below), in order to display 
details regarding the particular overdue prescriptions in the 
queue. 
0062. A user may also see more details in the Queues 
window 36 by using an input device, such as a mouse, to hover 
over or click on a particular bar 38 or bar subsection 40. For 
example, hovering over or clicking on a Subsection 40 may 
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cause the number of prescriptions in the category represented 
by the Subsection to be displayed. Hovering or clicking may 
also cause another screen 45 to be displayed showing further 
details regarding a particular queue. Such as the Pharmacy 
Management queue as illustrated in FIG. 4. 
0063 Referring again to FIG. 3, a Performers window 46 
may be included to display to the user the top items dispensed 
overall, such as the top 25 items. For example, the name of the 
medication and item number may be presented in grid format 
starting with the most dispensed item. If fewer than the total 
number of items are displayed in the Performers window 46 
due to space constraints, a scroll bar or buttons 47 may be 
provided to allow a user to view Subsequent or previous top 
performers. Alternatively or in addition to scrolling, the com 
plete list of items may be displayed when the user hovers over 
or clicks on the partial list. Items included on the list may vary 
depending on the configuration of the metric. For example, 
the time period for calculating the number of items dispensed, 
as well as the types of prescriptions that are excluded from the 
count (such as prescriptions that are on hold, canceled, etc.), 
may be configured by a user with authorization to provide a 
useful metric. 

0064. A User Productivity window 48 may also be 
included to present information regarding users that are 
logged into the system. Information Such as the user's name, 
last log in time, status (i.e., currently logged in or not cur 
rently logged in), the number of prescriptions entered, 
imaged, filed, and/or checked by the user, and the number of 
prescriptions stored in Will Call by the user may be displayed 
in tabular form. The status of the user may be indicated using 
text or via an icon 50, as shown in FIG. 3. Additional infor 
mation, such as a list of log in and log out times for each user 
for the day, may be provided upon selection of a user (e.g., 
clicking on the user's name or elsewhere in a given entry for 
a user). Furthermore, clicking anywhere in the User Produc 
tivity window 48 may cause another screen 52 to be displayed 
showing user productivity information in tabular and graphi 
cal form, as shown in FIG. 5. The columns of the table may be 
sortable by the user. 
0065 Referring again to FIG. 3, an Automation Details 
window 54 may be provided that lists automation units in the 
pharmacy that are available for interfacing with the system 
11. Automation units may include devices that use counting 
technology to count pills and the like, such as Baker Cells(R) 
and Baker Cassettes.(R) devices. For example, in FIG. 3, three 
automation units are available: Unit 1, Unit 2, and RX Port 1. 
In addition to the name of each unit, the number of cells that 
need replenishment (R) and the number of cells that need 
cleaning (C) may also be listed. Ifa particular unit has no cells 
in need of replenishment or cleaning, however, that unit may 
not be displayed. Upon clicking on the replenishment count 
(or cleaning count) for a particular unit, a screen may be 
displayed providing further details, such as the Bank, Cabi 
net, Cell, and Replenishment Status (or Cleaning Status, 
respectively) of the selected unit. 
0066 A Profitability window 56 may also be included in 
the interface 30 and may display information relating to the 
profitability of pharmacy operations. For example, the 
approved dollar amount received for a period of time may be 
included in the profitability calculations, cash received, 
amounts fully approved for payment, and/or amounts par 
tially approved for payment, and others as configured by an 
authorized user, such as the pharmacy director. Profitability 
information may be calculated and displayed, based on user 
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preferences, for various time periods, such as 1 day, 1 week, 
1 month, 3 months, 6 months, etc. and may be presented in 
graphical form, as shown. 
0067 Furthermore, an Average Cycle Time/Prescription 
Volume window 58 may be provided and may include infor 
mation regarding the average cycle time of prescriptions and 
prescription volumes. For example radio buttons 60 may be 
provided to allow a user to select which set of data (cycle time 
or volume) to present in graphical form. In FIG. 3, the radio 
button for displaying information on Average Cycle Time is 
selected, and the corresponding graph is displayed. Average 
Cycle Time data may include the time required to process a 
prescription in the pharmacy for each delivery method. The 
data may be presented for various time frames, as previously 
discussed. A legend 62 may also be provided to Supply addi 
tional information regarding the selected graph. Prescription 
Volume information may include the number of total, new, 
and refill prescriptions received in the pharmacy, as well as an 
indication of any overdue prescriptions. An example of Pre 
scription Volume information 64 is illustrated in FIG. 6. 
Details regarding the data presented in graphical form (Aver 
age Cycle Time data or Prescription Volume data) may be 
provided upon a user's hovering over or selecting a particular 
data point on the graph. 

Virtual Will Call Module 

0068 Another module that may be included in the soft 
ware application according to embodiments of the systems 
and methods of the present application is a Virtual Will Call 
module. A pharmacy may have several locations for storing 
medication that has been prepared for a patient according to a 
prescription and is waiting to be picked up by that patient. 
Depending on the type of medication, the item may need to be 
maintained in a refrigerator, in a narcotic vault, or may be too 
bulky to be kept with other will call prescriptions. As such, 
Some medications may get "lost in an obscure or infre 
quently visited will call location if the location is not properly 
tracked. 

0069. The Virtual Will Call module provides a way for 
users to keep track of the will call location of each filled 
prescription. In general, the Virtual Will Call module allows a 
user to set up custom “locations' that mirror physical loca 
tions in the pharmacy where items may be stored to await 
pick-up. In this way, each filled prescription may be associ 
ated with a location in Virtual Will Call corresponding to its 
physical location in the pharmacy. 
0070 A Virtual Will Call area may be set up by any user 
with permission on the system to do so. Such a user may be 
presented with a Set Up screen 70, shown in FIG. 7, to allow 
the user to configure the virtual will call area. Storage Area 
tabs 72 may be provided corresponding to any will call areas 
that are already set up. For example, FIG. 7 shows that one or 
more users have already set up four Storage Areas: Shelf 1. 
Shelf 2. Mail 1, and Fridge 1. A diagram 71 of the layout of 
each Storage Area may be displayed under each tab 72. 
0071. If the required Storage Area does not already exist, 
the user may choose the “Create” option by clicking on the 
Create button 74. Upon doing so, a Create screen 76 may be 
displayed that may provide a text field 78 for the user to input 
a Storage Area Name, illustrated in FIG.8. Drop down menus 
80 may also be provided to allow a user to select a Storage 
Area Type (such as Shelf. Refrigerator, Delivery, Mail, Com 
pounding, Bulk, Long Term Care, Narcotic Vault, etc.) and 
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define the number of rows and columns to be associated with 
the particular will call location. 
0072. If the Storage Area Name is unique and the infor 
mation provided is acceptable by the system, a third Set Up 
screen 82 may be displayed to provide further options for 
configuring the will call location, shown in FIG. 9. For 
example, the layout of the Storage Area may be configured by 
the user to be alphabetical (cells named A, B, C, etc.), numeric 
(cells named numerically starting from a value specified by 
the user), or customized (cells named according to user input 
ted names), and the starting point and naming direction may 
be defined using radio buttons 84. A diagram 71 showing the 
resulting configuration may be displayed to allow the user to 
visually verify the layout of the will call location and change 
the cell names as desired. 
0073. Existing Storage Areas may also be modified by a 
user by selecting the Modify button 86, shown in FIG. 7. 
Upon selection of this option, a Modify screen 88 may be 
displayed (shown in FIG. 10) allowing the user to select a 
Storage Area to modify. A second Modify screen 90 (shown in 
FIG. 11) may then be displayed, including editable fields for 
the user to perform modifications on the selected will call 
location. The user may be able to modify the area name, 
and/or the number of rows and columns; however, the user 
may not be allowed to reduce the number of rows or columns 
if prescriptions are already associated with the rows or col 
umns to be deleted. In this case, the user may have to move the 
prescriptions to a different cell, as described below, before 
performing the desired modifications. Similarly, storage 
areas may be deleted using the Delete button 92 (FIG. 7), 
which in turn displays a Delete screen 94 (FIG. 12). Again, 
prescriptions may have to be moved to a different location 
before a delete operation is allowed, if the prescription is 
associated with a cell to be deleted. From the screen shown in 
FIG. 7, the user may change the location of a prescription by 
selecting the Transfer button 96. A Transfer screen 98 may 
then be displayed, as shown in FIG. 13, allowing the user to 
specify the location to which a given prescription is to be 
transferred. 

0074. Once a Storage Area has been set up and configured 
according to the user's preferences, prescriptions may be 
stored in the appropriate Storage Area (i.e., associated with 
virtual will call locations corresponding to their physical 
locations in the pharmacy). A user may store a prescription in 
a Storage Area if, for example, the prescription has a status of 
Checked (e.g., the pharmacist has checked that the prescrip 
tion was filled properly). In Will Call (the prescription has 
been placed in Will Call), Will Call Removed (the prescrip 
tion has been removed from Will Call), Filled (the prescrip 
tion has been counted by the filling technician and is ready to 
be checked), or Ready for Filling (the prescription is in the 
Filling queue waiting to be checked). The user may select the 
Virtual Will Call module from the toolbar 34 (FIG. 2) or may 
have the option of storing the prescription while executing 
functions in other modules, such as Checking. User inputs 
regarding the virtual will call location and associated infor 
mation regarding the patient and prescription may be stored in 
memory for Subsequent recall and/or searching, as previously 
discussed. 

0075. Once Virtual Will Call is initiated, a Store screen 
100 may be displayed, such as the screen shown in FIG. 14. 
The Store screen 100 may include multiple tabs, such as a 
Store RX tab 102 and a Maintain tab 104, described below. 
Under the Store RX tab 102, various buttons 106 representing 
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each available Storage Area of will call may be displayed. The 
user may then be able to enter the prescription number manu 
ally, such as by typing the number in a text field 108, or may 
be able to input the prescription number by Scanning in a bar 
code of the prescription. If the prescription is scanned, the 
system may then decode the scan to obtain the prescription 
number. The system may then confirm that the prescription 
number is valid. 
0076 Any prescriptions belonging to the same order as the 
entered prescription number may be retrieved from the sys 
tem and provided in a window 110, shown in FIG. 15, with the 
entered prescription number listed at the top. Information 
regarding each prescription number retrieved may also be 
listed, including the first and last name of the patient, the 
name of the item, the type of item, and the item class, among 
others. A checkbox 112 may also be provided for each entry 
to allow the user to select the prescriptions to be placed in a 
particular Will Call location. Upon clicking on the Next but 
ton 114, another window 116 may be displayed, as illustrated 
in FIG. 16. If there are no other items in the same order as the 
entered prescription number, the window 110 of FIG. 15 is 
not displayed, and instead the window 116 of FIG. 16 is 
directly displayed to the user. 
0077. In addition to showing the layout of the Storage 
Area, the window 116 of FIG.16 may also show the number 
of prescriptions already stored in each cell of a particular 
Storage Area. The selected prescriptions may be stored in any 
available Storage Area in a cell as specified by the user. For 
example, the user may store the prescription in Shelf 1A, cell 
A, by clicking on or otherwise selecting the button 118 rep 
resenting the particular cell. Furthermore, a summary 120 of 
the will call locations of the prescriptions included in the 
same order as the entered prescription may be provided, 
including the location and the number of prescriptions stored 
in each location. 
0078. In some cases, the system may suggest a storage 
location to the user. For example, the entered prescription 
number may be for the same item that is currently stored in a 
certain Storage Area. In that case, the same Storage Area may 
be suggested to the user for storage of the entered prescription 
number. In other cases, a Storage Area corresponding to the 
first letter of the last name of the patient may be suggested. 
However, the user may still have the option of ignoring the 
Suggestion and storing the entered prescription number in a 
location of the user's choosing. In some embodiments, the 
user may have to authenticate the location selected by scan 
ning the user's identification barcode, Scanning the user's 
finger print, or entering some other type of user identification 
password or barcode number (e.g., if transactional security is 
activated). 
0079 Referring again to FIG. 14, the user may have the 
ability to maintain the prescriptions already stored in Virtual 
Will Call by selecting the Maintain tab 104. Selecting the 
Maintain tab 104 may display a window 122 as illustrated in 
FIG. 17. The window 122 may include buttons 106 represent 
ing each Storage Area as well as several fields 124 to allow a 
user to enter various search criteria for retrieving a certain 
prescription record. The search criteria may include the Will 
Call Storage Area, the Storage Location, the Age in days of 
the prescription (including Maximum Retention Days and 
Warning Retention Days). From and To dates, Prescription 
Number, Dispensing Number, Patient Name, Delivery 
Method, Item Name, Item Number, Item Class, Item Type, 
Item Expiration Date, among others. For example, the user 
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may select one of the buttons 106 corresponding to a Storage 
Area to search the corresponding Storage Area for a particular 
prescription, or the user may specify the search criteria by 
entering information in the fields 124. 
0080 Results based on the search may be displayed in a 
table 126, allowing the user to select a checkbox 128 corre 
sponding to the entry of interest. In this way, prescriptions 
may be removed (for example, when the item has been dis 
pensed to the patient) and information regarding a prescrip 
tion may be modified or updated. Prescriptions may also be 
removed by entering the prescription number of the item or 
scanning its barcode to retrieve the corresponding record and 
then clicking on the Remove button 130. 

RX Tracker Module 

I0081. The RX Tracker module may also be included in the 
software application. Upon execution, the RX Tracker module 
may provide away to allow authorized pharmacy personnel to 
track the status of an ordered prescription as well as to view 
details regarding the prescription and/or the patient. 
I0082. The user may be able to use the RX Tracker module 
to search for prescriptions and view prescription details; 
update the status of a prescription; update the date, time, and 
delivery method of a prescription; and/or set a particular 
prescription to “Counseled (described below). Upon launch 
ing the RX Tracker module, for example by selecting the 
respective module button32 from the toolbar 34 (FIG. 2), the 
RX Tracker screen 132 may be displayed, as illustrated in FIG. 
18. The system may be configured to initially display all the 
Prescription Dispense records created on that day, for 
example in a results table 133. The user may specify search 
criteria 134 by choosing the criteria from among those listed 
in drop down boxes and/or entering the criteria in text fields. 
An Advanced Search button 136 may be selected to provide 
the user with additional search options 138, as shown in FIG. 
19. 
I0083) Referring to FIGS. 18 and 19, once the search cri 
teria have been defined by the user, the user may click on the 
Retrieve button 140 to initiate the search. Results of the 
search may then appear in the results table 133, which 
includes details regarding each record, as shown. For 
example, each record may include an indication of whether 
proactive counseling of the patient to whom the item is to be 
dispensed is required. Proactive counseling may include dis 
cussing potential side effects of a prescription with the 
patient, requesting additional information from the patient, or 
inquiring about additional symptoms to evaluate the appro 
priateness of dispensing aparticular drug. The indication may 
be, for example, a red flag 142 by each record for which 
proactive counseling is required. The inclusion of the red flag 
142 may, for example, cause personnel dispensing the item to 
the patient to Summon a pharmacist to counsel the patient as 
needed before distributing the item. In this regard, comments 
or notes entered by the pharmacist or other personnel (e.g., at 
the time the prescription was filled) may be associated with 
the flag such that the pharmacist may remember the issue to 
be discussed when the patient comes back to pickup the item. 
Once the patient has been counseled, the pharmacist may 
include that fact in the record by changing the indication from 
“Proactive counseling needed to “Counseled.” This may be 
done, for example, by selecting the checkbox 143 associated 
with the particular entry and clicking on the “Counseled 
button 144, which may serve to change the indication (e.g., 
the flag) accordingly. 
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0084. The status of a given prescription may be displayed 
as part of the results table 133, such as in a column labeled 
Status 146. The status of a prescription may include, for 
example, “Ready for filling. "Filling in progress,” or 
"Saved.” Information regarding a particular entry, Such as the 
Status 146, may be modified when an authorized user chooses 
an entry via the checkbox 143 and clicks on the Modify button 
148. Selecting the Modify option may serve to display a 
Modify screen 150, shown in FIG. 20, which allows the user 
to make changes such as selecting the appropriate status via a 
status checkbox 152, activating or deactivating the Proactive 
Counseling indication 154, and specifying the Delivery 
Method 156. 

0085. Referring again to FIGS. 18 and 19, details regard 
ing a particular entry or multiple entries may be viewed by a 
user upon clicking on the View RX button 158. Selecting the 
View RX option may cause a View RX screen 160 to be 
displayed, as illustrated in FIG. 21. The View RX screen 160 
in turn may include various tabs of information, Such as an RX 
Details tab 162 and a Process History tab 164. Information 
displayed under the RX Details tab 162 is shown in FIG. 21. 
Such information may include multiple sections of data, Such 
as a Patient Details section 166, a Profitability Information 
section 168, an RX Details section 170, and an Imaging sec 
tion 172. 

I0086. The Patient Details section 166 may include various 
items of information regarding a particular patient associated 
with the selected prescription, including the patient's name, 
facility, address, phone number, date of birth, and sex, among 
many others. Profitability Information 168 may include both 
the billed and authorized amounts for the prescription, Such as 
the true cost, the price to the patient, copay, discounts, profit, 
and other financial information. The RX Details section 170 
may include information about the prescription itself, includ 
ing whether the prescription has been tagged for proactive 
counseling of the patient, the status of the prescription, the 
Virtual Will Call location, etc. The Imaging section 172 may 
include a window 174 for displaying any images associated 
with the prescription (such as the prescription itself, the 
patient's driver's license, and the patient's insurance card, 
among others). The Imaging section 172 may further include 
a mechanism, Such as Scrolling arrows 176, to navigate from 
one image to the next when multiple images are involved, as 
well as a log 178 Summarizing when a particular image was 
associated with the record and by whom. 
I0087 Furthermore, buttons 180 may be included to allow 
the user to enter notes into the given record, view DUR (Drug 
Utilization Review) (i.e., any drug conflicts that are listed for 
the particular prescription), view edits, view partials (i.e., 
partially filled prescriptions), and view signatures, among 
other functions. For example, selecting the “View Signature' 
function may allow the user to view the signature of the 
patient for various pick up dates of the prescription and may 
cause a window 182 with an image of the signature and 
signature details to be displayed, as shown in FIG. 22. 
0088 Referring again to FIG. 21, the user may choose to 
select the Process History tab 164 to view the process history 
of the particular prescription. Upon selecting the Process 
History tab 164, the Process History screen 184 depicted in 
FIG. 23 may be displayed. This screen 184 may list all the 
activities that have been logged for the prescription since the 
creation of the record. Such information may include, for 
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example, the date of the activity, the module used, the user 
responsible for the activity, and a description of the activity, 
among other information. 

System Preferences 
I0089. The software application may provide the user with 
the ability to configure the application in various ways. For 
example, a user with appropriate authorization may be able to 
set up and customize a delivery method for a particular pre 
scription. Referring to FIG. 24, a user may select a Delivery 
Method tab 186 from a Preferences section 188 of the Soft 
ware application in order to input customized delivery meth 
ods based on the needs of the patients served by the pharmacy. 
Customized information may be entered in a Delivery Meth 
ods table 190 by a user and may include a Delivery Code, a 
Delivery Method (such as “Delay,” “Normal,” “Rush.” 
“Urgent,” and “Hold'), a Time Type (e.g., minutes, hours, 
etc.), and a Time Value (i.e., how much time is required for the 
particular delivery method). Furthermore, one of the delivery 
methods (such as “Normal') may be designated as a Default 
delivery method, and unused rows of the table 190 may be 
designated “Inactive.” 
0090. A user may either modify an existing delivery 
method (for example by changing the required time) or may 
create a new delivery method by undesignating an empty row 
as Inactive (for adding a new method) and entering the desired 
information to configure the delivery method. Once a user has 
entered the desired information in the Delivery Methods table 
190, the user may apply the changes by clicking on the Apply 
button 192. The system may verify that the new or changed 
delivery method does not duplicate any previously existing 
delivery methods before allowing the change. 
0091 Thus, a delivery method for a prescription may be 
designated by the user. The delivery method may then be 
associated with a delivery time of the prescription. As an 
example, a prescription that is designated as a “Rush' deliv 
ery method may be associated with a delivery time of "20 
minutes. A list of the prescriptions may then be prioritized 
according to the delivery method and the associated delivery 
time for each prescription. In this way, a prescription that is 
entered earlier in the day but for which the designated deliv 
ery method is associated with a longer delivery time may be 
prioritized lower than a prescription that is entered later in the 
day but has a delivery method associated with a much shorter 
delivery time (for example, an “Urgent delivery method). 
0092. In some cases, the delivery method may be associ 
ated with a delivery time that is a specific time of day for 
delivering the prescription, such as 3:00 PM. This delivery 
time may be entered by the user (for example, based on a 
customer request), or the delivery time may be estimated 
based on the time the prescription is entered and the desig 
nated delivery method. Furthermore, the system may have a 
cut-off time, representing a time after which prescriptions 
will not be filled (i.e., the prescription must wait until the 
following day to be filled). The cut-off time may be, for 
example, an hour before the pharmacy is scheduled to close, 
or the time the pharmacist goes home for the day. In this case, 
a new prescription that is received after the cut-off time would 
be set for filling on the following work day. Furthermore, if a 
prescription is associated with a delivery time that is earlier 
than the current system date/time (i.e., the delivery time has 
already passed), the prescription would be set for filling on 
the following work day. Thus, in an exemplary embodiment, 
the prescription in these cases would be placed on the Filling 
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Queue for the next work day and thus may appear on the 
“deferred queue (see the discussion in the Dashboard Mod 
ule section). 
0093. Other aspects of the application may also be config 
urable by the user according to the user's preferences. For 
example, referring to FIG. 30, a packing box configuration 
may be set by the user according to the needs of the pharmacy. 
The packing box refers to a location in the pharmacy where 
prescriptions may be stored between filling and checking 
operations. Thus, after an order is filled, the order may be 
placed in a cell of the packing box such that another user may 
be able to find the order to check that the order was properly 
filled. In many cases, the packing box is an arrangement of 
"cubby holes' located between the filling station and the 
checking station in the pharmacy, such as a grid of cells that 
is four columns wide and four rows tall (for example). 
Depending on the configuration of the pharmacy (e.g., differ 
ent floorplans or the special needs of staff members), some of 
the cells may be inaccessible or unused during typical phar 
macy operations. For example, the person who typically 
checks the orders may not be able to reach the topmost row of 
cells; therefore, the person filling prescriptions may choose 
not to use the topmost row of cells for storing orders for 
checking. 
0094. In this regard, the packing box may be represented 
as a virtual packing box upon execution of the Software appli 
cation to assign and keep track of the cells to be used for the 
orders. As shown in FIG. 30, an Automation module may 
include a Packing Box tab. 231 that is displayed to a user who 
is configuring the packing box. Multiple packing boxes may 
be configured using a drop down menu 232 to select the 
desired packing box. The corresponding packing box cells 
234 may be displayed as they appear to the user who is doing 
the filling (“Filling View,” as shown in the figure) or the user 
who is doing the checking ("Checking View'), according to 
the user's preference. Each cell 234 may be associated with a 
number or other identifying label that corresponds to the 
packing box in the pharmacy, which is also configurable by 
the user. Each cell 234 may have a checkbox 236 that allows 
the user to select or de-select the packing box cells 234 that 
will be used. For example, if cell number 43 is obstructed 
based on the pharmacy configuration and is therefore unus 
able, the corresponding check box 236 for cell number 43 
may be de-selected to indicate that this particular cell should 
not be used for cell assignment. In this way, the de-selected 
cells would be skipped during cell assignment and the next 
available cell in the assignment order would be used. 
0095. In the event that a prescription resides in a cell that 
has been de-selected for future use, that cell may continue to 
be used until the prescription is finished. Once the prescrip 
tion is completed and is no longer in the cell, no further 
assignments would be made to that cell. Furthermore, a de 
selected cell may appear in the Checking View as an empty 
cell. 

0096. The order in which selected cells are assigned may 
also be configurable by the user via a Cell Assignment Order 
section 238 of the screen. Radio buttons may be selected or 
de-Selected to indicate the horizontal order of assignment 
(left to right or right to left) as well as the vertical order of 
assignment (top to bottom or bottom to top). The assignment 
order shown in FIG. 30, for example, is right to left and top to 
bottom. Thus, in this case, cell 44 would be the first cell 
assigned and cell 10 would be the last cell assigned in the 
packing box shown. In this example, because cell 43 is de 
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selected, assignment of cell 14 would be followed by assign 
ment of cell 33, then cell 23, etc. 

Archive Viewer Module 

(0097. The Archive Viewer module may be included in the 
software application to allow the user to store a record of 
certain important images associated with a prescription in a 
location of the user's choice. For example, certain laws and 
regulations, such as the Health Information Privacy Account 
ability Act (HIPAA) may require that some documents 
involved in the filling and dispensing of a prescription (e.g., 
the prescription itself and releases signed by the patient) be 
maintained by the pharmacy for a number of years after the 
prescription has been dispensed. Rather than using valuable 
space in the pharmacy to physically store hardcopies of Such 
documents, an image of the actual document may be stored on 
a drive or in a memory in Such away that the storage does not 
negatively affect regular processing operations of the system 
and Such that the image may be easily retrieved for Subse 
quent viewing. 
0098. In this regard, the Archive Viewer module may be 
used to archive images based on selection criteria and create 
an Archive Viewer executable file, the execution of which will 
allow a user to view the archived images on any computer (not 
necessarily the computer via which the image was originally 
archived). In this way, the Archive Viewer may allow an 
authorized user to create and maintain a mobile archive of 
images. 
I0099. Upon initiating the Archive Viewer, the system may 
verify that the module is not currently accessed by another 
user. If the Archive Viewer module is available, an Archive 
Images screen 196 may be displayed, as shown in FIG. 25. 
The Archive Images screen 196 may include an Archive His 
tory section 198, an Archive Source section 200, an Archive 
Criteria section 202, and a Status bar 204. The Archive His 
tory section 198 may include information regarding past 
archiving activities, such as the Start Date and End Date of 
data that was archived, the Archive Source, the Actual End 
Date of the data that was archived, the location where the data 
was stored upon archival, the date of the archive activity, the 
User ID of the user who performed the archive activity, and 
the password assigned by the user to the archived material. 
The user may choose to print the Archive History by clicking 
on the Print button 206. 
0100. The user can perform an archive activity by speci 
fying certain information in the Archive Source 200 and 
Archive Criteria 202 sections of the Archive Images screen 
196. The user may select a radio button 208 corresponding to 
the database from which the images to be archived should be 
obtained. In FIG. 25, radio buttons 208 for a prescription 
database (RX) and patient database (Patient) are listed as 
options. The user may then specify the dates of the records to 
be archived under the Archive Criteria section 202. In some 
cases, as shown in FIG.25, the Start Date may be pre-selected 
by the system based on the end date of the last archive activity 
performed on the respective database. The End Date may be 
entered by the user or selected from a drop down menu, as 
illustrated. Furthermore, the location at which the images are 
to be archived may be entered or selected by the user, such as 
via a drop down box that is populated by the system. The 
images may be archived, for example, in local memory (Such 
as on the hard drive of the workstation running the module). 
in shared memory (such as on a shared drive or a common 
server), or on a portable memory device (such as a USB 
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device). In some embodiments, the archival process may not 
be compatible with CDs and DVDs, and thus a user attempt 
ing to archive to a CD or DVD may be prompted to choose a 
different target drive. Once the requisite criteria are specified, 
the user may click on the OK button 210 to initiate the archive 
activity. 
0101. At this point, the system may verify that the criteria 
specified is valid (e.g., valid drive designation and date 
ranges) and may prompt the user to enter a password to 
protect the images about to be archived (e.g., via encryption), 
for example by displaying a Password Screen 212 as shown in 
FIG. 26. The user may then enter a password and may be 
required to confirm the password by entering it a second time. 
Referring again to FIG. 25, the system may then create an 
archive log within the database specified in the Archive 
Source 200 to make a record of the archive activity. In some 
cases, this involves adding an entry to an archive history table 
on the target drive. The system may also validate that enough 
space exists in the location specified as the archive destination 
in the Archive Criteria section 202 and, if the space is not 
adequate, may prompt the user to specify a different location. 
If the space is adequate, the archive process may continue, 
and the records and associated images may be retrieved, 
encrypted (using the password as the hash key), and archived. 
A first tag of the dataset may be made including the data and 
a time stamp of the archival, and a second tab may include the 
password that was chosen by the user for the encryption. In 
Some embodiments, the encrypted data may be serialized in 
dataset format to anxml file and stored (along with an archive 
viewer executable, discussed below) on the target drive. How 
ever, this is only one technique, and the data may be archived 
in other formats and according to other suitable protocols. 
0102 Anarchive viewer executable may be created within 
an archivefolder created in the specified destination. Thus the 
archive viewer executable is normally stored on each drive/ 
memory device on which the archived data is stored. The 
archive viewer executable may be executed to permit subse 
quent viewing of the archived data stored on the drive/ 
memory device. In this way, a user may later view the image 
by invoking the archive viewer executable to initiate an 
archive viewing interface, independent of the Archive Viewer 
module. The status of the archival process may be depicted on 
the screen 196, for example through the use of a Status bar 
204. A summary of the steps involved in the archive process 
is included in FIG. 27. 

0103) If the Archive Viewer is being used by someone else 
(and is therefore locked) when the user attempts to performan 
archive activity, the user may be given the option to unlock the 
archive image process. This may be useful in the case that 
another user has already performed an archive activity but has 
forgotten to log off the module. However, if the other user is 
currently engaged in an archival activity, unlocking the 
archive image process may cause the module to abandon the 
archival activity underway in order to unlock the module for 
use by the new user. In this case the system may log the details 
of the last Successful date archived for the original user (i.e., 
the point in the archival process at which the activity was 
interrupted). 
0104. When a user wishes to view an image that has been 
archived, and the user has access to the drive in which the 
archive file resides, the user may launch the viewer (indepen 
dently of the Archive Viewer module) by invoking the archive 
viewer executable created in the same drive/memory device. 
The user may then be prompted to enter the password pro 
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tecting the archived image and, upon verifying the password, 
may retrieve the archived file. The user may then be prompted 
via a Search screen 214, illustrated in FIG. 28, to enter search 
criteria 216 to select the desired archived records for viewing. 
The search criteria may include the patient's name, prescrip 
tion number, address, or phone number, among other items of 
information. Once the search criteria 216 are specified, the 
user may click on the Retrieve button 218 to retrieve the 
desired records. Based on the search criteria, the matching 
records may then be retrieved and displayed to the user in a 
Results window 220. The user may highlight the desired 
record and click on the Select button 222 to display a sum 
mary of the record 224 and a list of the images 226 associated 
with the selected record, as shown in FIG. 29. 
0105. The user may select one of the images listed in the 
Image List 226, for example by clicking on the corresponding 
entry in the list 226, to display the image or a portion of the 
image in the Image window 228. Additional information, 
Such as the Image Type and any comments associated with the 
image, may also be displayed in the Image window 228. The 
selected image may then be printed or retrieved for viewing in 
full using the appropriate buttons 230. 
0106 Many modifications and other embodiments of the 
inventions set forth herein will come to mind to one skilled in 
the art to which these inventions pertain having the benefit of 
the teachings presented in the foregoing descriptions and the 
associated drawings. Therefore, it is to be understood that the 
inventions are not to be limited to the specific embodiments 
disclosed and that modifications and other embodiments are 
intended to be included within the scope of the appended 
claims. Although specific terms are employed herein, they are 
used in a generic and descriptive sense only and not for 
purposes of limitation. 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method of managing activities for a medical service 
provider comprising: 

displaying a plurality of queues and a count of prescrip 
tions in each queue; 

displaying productivity data including at least one user 
name and a number of prescriptions handled over a 
predetermined period of time by each user; 

interfacing with at least one automated system and display 
ing a list of each interfacing automated system; and 

displaying profitability information including amounts 
paid for prescriptions and amounts approved for pay 
ment. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein displaying the queues 
comprises providing a histogram including a representation 
of at least one queue Selected from the group consisting of a 
Pharmacy Management queue, an Imaging queue, a Filling 
queue, a Checking queue, and a Will Call queue. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein providing the histogram 
comprises differently depicting different subsections of each 
queue within each representation. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein displaying the queues 
comprises providing an indication of at least one event asso 
ciated with at least one of the queues. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein providing the indication 
includes permitting a selection of the indication Such that the 
selection provides for a display of additional information 
regarding the respective indication. 
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6. The method of claim 1, wherein displaying the produc 
tivity data comprises providing a log in status of each user and 
providing a list of log in and log out times upon selection of a 
respective user. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein displaying the produc 
tivity data comprises providing the productivity data in at 
least one form selected from the group consisting of a graphi 
cal representation and a tabular representation. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein interfacing with the at 
least one automated system comprises providing at least one 
characteristic of each interfaced automated system selected 
from the group consisting of a number of cells that need 
replenishment and a number of cells that need cleaning. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein displaying the profit 
ability information comprises receiving a designation of a 
time period over which the profitability information is calcu 
lated and displayed. 

10. The method of claim 1 further comprising displaying a 
graphical representation of at least one workflow character 
istic selected from the group consisting of a prescription 
Volume and an average cycle time for processing prescrip 
tions. 

11. A method of tracking inventory of medical supplies for 
a medical service provider comprising: 

receiving a prescription identifier for a prescription to be 
stored or removed from will call, wherein the identifier 
is selected from the group consisting of a scanned bar 
code and a keyed user input; 

receiving a designation of a location in which the prescrip 
tion will be stored; and 

displaying a visual representation of the location amongst 
a plurality of locations in a respective storage area. 

12. The method of claim 11 further comprising receiving 
input and changing at least one aspect of the visual represen 
tation selected from the group consisting of the configuration 
of the storage area and the designation of the location based 
on the input. 

13. The method of claim 11 further comprising receiving 
input regarding the transfer of the prescription from the loca 
tion to a different location and modifying the visual represen 
tation accordingly. 

14. The method of claim 11, wherein receiving the pre 
Scription identifier comprises validating a prescription num 
ber associated with the prescription. 

15. The method of claim 11 further comprising displaying 
the number of prescriptions stored in the location. 

16. The method of claim 11 further comprising Suggesting 
a location for storage of the prescription based on information 
associated with the prescription identifier. 

17. A method of maintaining and updating records for a 
medical services provider comprising: 

receiving at least one search criterion regarding a prescrip 
tion; 

displaying information associated with the search criterion 
received; and 

presenting an indication of whether proactive counseling 
of a patient associated with the prescription is required 
upon the patient's Subsequent visit. 

18. The method of claim 17, wherein presenting the indi 
cation comprises displaying at least one indicator selected 
from the group consisting of a flag and notes regarding the 
proactive counseling required. 
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19. The method of claim 17 further comprising receiving 
input indicating that the proactive counseling has been 
accomplished and modifying the indication based on the 
innut. 

S. The method of claim 17, wherein displaying the infor 
mation comprises presenting at least one item of information 
selected from the group consisting of prescription details, 
process history of the prescription, patient details, profitabil 
ity information, and images associated with the prescription. 

21. The method of claim 17 further comprising receiving 
input regarding the prescription and modifying the informa 
tion associated with the prescription based on the input. 

22. A method of customizing delivery of medical Supplies 
for a medical services provider comprising: 

receiving a designation of a delivery method for a prescrip 
tion; 

associating the delivery method to a delivery time of the 
prescription; and 

prioritizing a list of prescriptions according to the delivery 
method and associated delivery time. 

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising displaying 
the prioritized list of prescriptions. 

24. The method of claim 22 further comprising receiving 
input regarding the delivery method and modifying the deliv 
ery method according to the input received. 

25. The method of claim 24 further comprising verifying 
that the modified delivery method is unique as compared to 
existing delivery methods. 

26. A method of archiving images for a medical services 
provider comprising: 

receiving a selection of at least one image to be archived via 
an archiving application; 

receiving a designation of a source of the at least one 
1mage: 

receiving a designation of a location in which the at least 
one image is to be archived; 

storing the at least one image in the location; and 
creating an archive viewer executable at the location Such 

that the at least one image may be viewed from the 
location independently of the archiving application. 

27. The method of claim 26 further comprising deleting the 
at least one image from the Source. 

28. The method of claim 26 further comprising displaying 
information regarding past archiving activities including at 
least one item selected from the group consisting of a start 
date and an end date of archived data, the respective source, 
the respective location, a date of an archive activity, a desig 
nation of a user who performed the archive activity, and a 
password associated with the archived data. 

29. The method of claim 26, wherein receiving the desig 
nation of the Source comprises receiving a designation of a 
Source selected from the group consisting of a prescription 
database and a patient database. 

30. The method of claim 26 further comprising creating an 
archive log at the designated source to record an archive 
activity. 

31. The method of claim 30, wherein receiving the selec 
tion of the at least one image to be archived comprises pre 
selecting a start date for data to be archived based on an end 
date of the last archive activity performed. 

32. The method of claim 26 further comprising determin 
ing whether space at the location is adequate for storing the at 
least one image and prompting a designation of an alternate 
location if the space is inadequate. 
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